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HE <;ilo and Sat ranges, in the province of Hakkari, South
eastern Turkey, are situated south of the Great Zab river, a 
tributary of the Tigris. They lie on about the same latitude as 

the Spanish Sierra Nevada and the Karakoram. The two massifs, of 
which the <;ilo is the more northerly, are separated by the gorges of 
the Rudbare ~in; the mountains are some twelve miles across and some 
thirty from north to south. Hendevade in the Sat attains 3,810 m., and 
Re~ko (also called Gelia~in) in the <;ilo 4-,170 m. Two or three of the 
major peaks carry considerable glaciers. 

The sparse population of the area is chiefly Kurdish. These semi
nomads sit out a long snow-bound winter, from late November to 
April, in their villages which are usually situated well below 2,ooo m. 
In summer they move with their flocks to the high grazing. Their 
encampments are to be met with up to 3,200 m. Though extremely 
poor, they are hospitable and friendly. A small cultivation of rice, 
maize and wheat is sometimes found near the villages, but their 
economy is essentially pastoral. The treeless landscape carries a superb 
flora. Bears both the brown bear and the yellow Syrian bear are 
common, and game includes ibex, mountain hare, Barbary partridge, 
quail, and the cumbersome snowcock ( tetrogallus caspius ). 

Until recently the Hakkari province was a closed military zone and 
little visited. Though F. R. Maunsell (Geographical Journal, vol. XVIII, 

1901) was in the <;ilo as long ago as the turn of the century, the first 
serious expedition to the area was that of Dr. Bobek's German party in 
1937 (Petermanns Mitteilungen, vol. 84- (1938), pp. 152-62, 215-28; 
Die Alpen, 1939, no. 7, pp. 254--61). Their excellent sketch maps are 
still the only reliable guide to the area. There were Austrian expeditions 
in 1956, and again in 1958 (for the latter see Osterreichische Touristen
zeitung, Folge 3, March, 1959, p. 25, and O.A.Z., no. 1308, pp. 175-9, 
with sketch-map). The 1956 party was strong and extremely active, 
climbing all the major peaks and making eight new ascents in the Sat 
alone. (A roneoed account of this expedition may be obtained from 
Herr Ernst Bachinger, Eisenwerkstrasse 9, Linz. A small British party 
was in the area in 1957 (Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal, 1958, 
pp. 235-4-4-), and a further German party in 1962. 

The best point of entry to the mountains is the village of Ytiksekova, 
which is now reached, 230 kilometres from Van, by a new CENTO road 
linking southern Turkey and Persia. Pack animals are to be hired there 
for about a pound a day, including driver and keep. From Yiiksekova 
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it is t\VO long days into the centre of either the Sat or <;ilo groups. The 
crossing from the Sat to the <;ilo takes a further two to three days. It is 
necessary to carry all provisions. Little is to be found beyond Van, and 
in the Kurdish tents only yoghurt, native bread, onions, tea, and some
times eggs. Payment is often unacceptable, and small presents are a 
useful substitute. 

On June 30, 1965, our party of four (Renee Fedden, Robin Fedden, 
Peter Lloyd, and Peter lVIacColl) set out from Yiiksekova. Our purpose 
was the ascent of some of the major peaks, the collection of plants at 
high altitude, and not least the pleasure of travel in little-visited 
country.1 Though the weather in the mountains remained unbroken, as 
is normal in midsummer, we concluded that on all counts we should 
have done better to leave three weeks earlier. By the second half of 
July the heat in the valleys \vas barely supportable, the flowers past their 
best, and the country belo\v the snow-line assumed a sere and burnt 
look. The earlier expeditions, referred to above, undertaken in August 
or September, must have found a far less attractive landscape and 
interminable scree. 

Our route, which proved reasonably \veil-chosen, led via Varegos and 
the Sermendi pass into the Gavaruk basin ( 2, 700 m.) beneath the main 
Sat peaks. On the way we made a first ascent of the second highest 
point (c. 3,200 m.) on the Hendevade Avke lVIaciresa ridge (by the 
North-east face). From our camp in the Gavaruk basin we enjoyed 
two or three climbs, including a partial traverse of the Maidan e 9edri 
ridge with its highest summit, and the ascent of the westernmost of the 
twin peaks of Hendevade (3,8oo m.) by the North face and North-west 
ridge, apparently a new route. On the latter no pitch offered serious 
difficulty, though the enormous bergschrund must present a problem 
later in the summer. 

A three days' trek from Gavaruk, via the dramatic Sat gorge, the 
village of Sat, and two passes at over 3,ooo m., took us to I9tazin, then 
across the turbulent Rudbare $in, and up the Serpil valley to the snout of 
the Re~ko glacier at about z,soo m. T\\'O days later we climbed Re~ko 
( 4, I 70 m.) 2 by the east glacier and East face to the point where the 

1 Further accounts of the expedition have appeared in The Ti·mes, November 
19 and 20, 1965, and the Geographical Magazine, December, 1965. Following 
the demilitarisation of the area, at least three other parties were in the Hakkari 
in the summer of 1965. lVIr. Sidney Ko'\vill's party visited the <;ilo group as 
early as mid-June and apparently met with ideal conditions (A.J. 70. 3 13). 

2 The altitude of Resko is that given by the Bobek maps and '\Vas apparently 
'I 

established by triangulation. The expedition of 1956 questioned the altitude 
given for the <;ilo group and estimated the height of Resko as approximately , 
4,300 m. For '\Vhat it is '\\·orth, our altimeter, in very stable atmospheric condi-
tions, tended to corroborate the latter figure. However, the Bobek measure
ments will have to stand until scientifically checked. 
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latter is joined by the East ridge. Thence we follo\<ved the normal, and 
unrewarding, trudge to the summit. The East face offered a good 
mountaineering route, and the line followed seems to be new. Sub
sequently a spur on the great rampart overhanging the Serpil valley, 
east of Re~ko, provided an exhilarating rock climb of perhaps 700 m., 
with some delicate pitches. 

Our final camp, two days further north across the Gallianu and 
<;afer passes (again both over 3,ooo m.), lay beneath a fine constellation 
of peaks where four glaciers empty into the head of the Mia Hvara 
valley. From here we had planned an attack on the North face of 
Re~ko, but it looked formidable and time was running short. Instead 
from our base at 2,400 m. we attempted Suppa-Durak (4,o6o m.), 
perhaps the most attractive mountain in the area. A new route, over 
another large bergschrund and up the North face and North-west ridge, 
took us to within 100 m. of the summit, where time and an awkward 
gendarme turned us back. We concluded that the North-east ridge, 
climbed in 1956, probably offered a cleaner and more elegant approach. 

Return to civilisation was made in two days by recrossing the attrac
tive <;afer pass, where vast flocks were pastured on the high grazing. 
Thence, past the village of Ori~a, we came to the Yuksekova plain. 

Though the main summits have all been climbed, the <;ilo and Sat 
ranges, steep and highly accidented, still offer numberless new routes of 
every degree of difficulty. The quality of the rock, in part metamorphic, 
in part calcareous, is variable, though there is commonly a liberal 
provision of small holds. The snow conditions are curious, but good. 
Comparable with those to be found in the Atlas mountains, they bear 
no relation to those normal in the Alps. We saw almost no signs of 
spring avalanches, and we found the snow of very even texture and 
unusually compact. Though in July there were rarely more than one or 
two degrees of night frost even at the highest altitudes, snow-fields 
remained agreeably firm even in the late afternoon. With the tempera
ture at noon probably over seventy degrees in the shade, we were 
astonished at the relatively dry snow. As large neves often gave rise to 
no more than a trickle of melt-water, we concluded that in the extremely 
dry atmosphere of this semi-desert country nearly all moisture was lost 
by evaporation. 
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